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I - Introduction
Considerable vibratiori in flight or static testing is
induced by acoustical energy. It has been shown in
numerous cases that random acoustical energy at
120 db can induce vibrations of the order of 50 g
or higher in structural members and it can be as
sumed that higher acoustic levels may increase the
vibration levels although not necessarily linearly.
It has also been shown that crystal accelerometers
have, at the most, outputs of only a few g at 150 db
noise levels so that if th.: usual high level vibrations
are to be measured in acoustic fields, good signal to
noise ratios and accuracies are obtainable. There
are other cases, however, where low level vibrations
on structures that are not subject to acoustic excita
tion must be made in high level acoustic fields. In
these cases considerable attention must be paid to
the acoustic response of the measuring system to
assure good sign al to noise levels and accuracies.
It is the purpose of this paper to discuss the import
ant parameters to consider with experimental results
plotted to confirm theoretical predictions.

NOTE: For the sake of this analysis the system is con
sidered to be single degree of freedom in the z
axis with x or y components of the above parame
ters contributing only secondarily. The actual test
data was taken with omni-directional acoustic pres
sures and the response of the system tends to bear
out the assumption of single degree of freedom.
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The nature of the crystal sensing element is that
it produces a charge
char�e
[and hence a voltage (E) =
capacity
directly proportional to applied force along the
z axis.
Therefore:
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The last term here represents the frequency
amplification factor introduced by a crystal
transducer as a result of the fact that it is
virtually undamped. For all accurate vibra•

II - Fundamental Considerations:

tion measurements

A. Internal Transducer Design

First consider the internal construction of a
crystal transducer which can be represented as
shown in Figure 1 regardless of actual configur
ation where:
P,. = Acoustic Pressure in db outside transducer
case.
P; = Acoustic Pressure in db inside transducer
case.
Effective external area over which acoustic
pressure is effective.
Ar = Effective internal area over which acoustic
pressure is effective.
F 11 = Resultant force experienced by crystal sens
ing element due to acoustic pressures.
En= Voltage out of transducer due to F n•
M= Effective mass of inertial mass acting on
crystal sensing element.
K, = Combined spring constant of crystals (and
other structures) that support the inertial
mass.
Ke= Combined spring constant of outer case of
transducer.
Kr = Spring constant coupling crystal or inertial
mass to outer case.
F" = Resultant force experienced by crystal sens•
ing element due to acceleration.
E,. = Voltage out of transducer due to Fa•
f = frequency in cps.
fn= resonant frequency in cps of transducer.
a = acceleration in g's.
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is kept below 0.2,

resulting in errors at the highest frequency
of only a few per cent. If this procedure
eliminating frequency dependence is fol
lowed, then:
( 2)

E,. �F,.= Ma
and for any given acceleration value (a)

(3)
The voltage due to acoustic pressure is·:

1

(4)

and for any given acoustical pressure P 1

1

(5)

The frequency dependent te:r:m cannot be
automatically dropped here since acoustic
energy frequencies are usually broad band
to at least 10,000 cps requiring fn to be
50,000 cps or above before the term be
comes negligible.
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